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Skyrim aventus aretino missing

When I grow up, I'll be a triaker. That way I can help a lot of kids, just like you. ―Aventus Aretino[src] Aventus Aretino is a Nord child in Windhelm who was found at the home of his deceased parents. When discovered, he was doing Black Sakramen in the hope of being able to contact the Dark Brotherhood. Denying the death of Grelod Kind for mistreatment
of children at Honorhall Orphanage, he asked Dragonborn to fulfill the contract. If successful, he gave them the Aretino Family Estate. Background[edit | edit source] Aventus lost his mother, Naalia, when he was about ten years old; his father's fate is unknown. Because he didn't have anyone else to take care of him, Jarl Ulfric Stormcloak sent him to Riften to
stay at Honorhall Orphanage. At the orphanage, he developed a strong resentment for headmaster Grelod Kind, who, despite his name, was very cruel to him and other children. Aventus fled the orphanage and returned to his now-dishonoured home in the heart of Windhelm, where he had lived with his mother when he was alive. When Dragonborn
discovered it, he tried to contact the Dark Brotherhood by performing black Sacrament. Interaction[edit | edit resources] On dragonborn journey, rumours are heard about a child in Windhelm trying to contact the Dark Brotherhood. These rumors can be heard from a variety of sources, including innkeepers and guards. When hearing these rumors, the
objective of the various Talk to Aventus Aretino begins. Upon reaching Aretino Residence, a child, Grimvar Cruel-Sea, can be seen asking Idesa Sadri if it is true that Aventus tried to do black Sakramen. Idesa told him that this was nonsense, but when Grimvar said that he would go asking Aventus to play him quickly acknowledge the lies and begging him
not to approach Aventus: Grimvar: Then it's true, what do everyone say? That Aventus Aretino doing Black Sacrament? Trying to call the Dark Fraternity? Idesa: Oh, Grimvar ... always with nonsense. No, no, of course not. They're just tales... Grimvar: Fine. Then I'll invite him to play. He lives there. I'll knock on his door ... Idesa: No, kid! hold on! The boy, the
house - they were condemned. Grimvar: Ha! Then I was right. I know. He tried to kill someone! Idesa: All right. I wouldn't deny it, children. What you hear is true. But Aventus Aretino walks a dark trail. His actions could only lead to rubble. Now, enough is enough. We'll talk no longer this. I was the only friend you needed. When entering the house, Aretino
prayers to the Night Mother repeatedly while stabbing an efigy consisting of a human part as she pleads for the help of the Night Mother. No matter what is said, Aventus is convinced that Dragonborn has come to fulfill the contract if he is spoken, and the efforts of Missing Innocence begin. Hearthfire Hearthfire edit resources] With Hearthfire, it is not possible
for him to be adopted, although all the need to accept children has been met. Dialogue[edit | edit source] Innocence Lost[edit | edit source] It works! I know you're coming, I just know! I did Black Sacrament, over and over again. With the body and ... things. And then you come! Assassins from the Dark Brotherhood. I'm sorry, boy, but I'm not who you think I
am. Of course you! I pray, and you come, and now you will accept my contract. yes of course... Black Sacrament ... It took a long time. So very long. But now you are here, you can accept my contract. (Silence) You don't have to say anything. Unde needless. You're here, so I know you're going to accept my contract. Contract? My mother, she... he died. I...
I'm all alone now. So they sent me to a terrible orphanage in Riften. Honorhall. The headmaster is a nasty and cruel woman. They call it The Kind Grade. But he's not good. He's terrible. To all of us. So I ran away, and went home. And do Black Sacrament. Now you are here! And you can kill the Grade Kind! Please feel free. To be honest, I'm kind of lonely
here. As I hate being sent to Honorhall, I really missed my friends there... If approached again: Please don't kill Constance Michel. He was really good. Grade? As it turned out ... I've killed him. You did? Really? This is the best news I've ever fulfilled! I mean, I know the Dark Brotherhood is good... just not so good! You killed the hag long before I asked! Oh,
and please, take this as a fee. It's an old family beneficiary, supposedly pretty valuable. It should take a nice price. Thanks again! (If Type Grade is dead before being asked) The fitters didn't come cheap, boy. I have a family heir that you can have. Supposedly sort of precious. I hope that's all right. Tell me about your mother. what happened? He fell ill, last
winter, when snow came. And he's just ... he never got better. Not all year round. One night he turned asleep and ... never wake up. So now I'm all alone. And Jarl said I had to go to Honorhall Orphanage. It's not fair! Are you sure about this, boy? Kill this woman? I've never been more confident about anything in my whole life. Someone like Grelod doesn't
deserve to live one more days. He's a monster. Please feel free. To be honest, I'm kind of lonely here. As I hate being sent to Honorhall, I am miss my friends there ... After killing Grelod: Well? Grade the Kind. Is he... you know? The Kind Grade is already dead. Aha! I know you can do it! I just know! I know the Dark Brotherhood will save me! Here, just as I
promised. This should take a nice price. And thank you. Thanks again. Quote[edit | edit source] Aventus performs Black Sacrament. Really, I mean, I know the Dark Brotherhood Good... just not so good! You killed the hag long before I asked! - If Grelod is killed before talking to him. I'll go back to the Orphanage for a while. I'll give them time for, you know ...
cleanse the mess. - After completing Innocence Disappeared When I grow up, I will be a filmer. That way I can help a lot of kids, just like you. - After completing Missing Innocence You came to visit! It's a lot better here with Grade gone. Thanks to you. -In honorhall Orphanage after the completion of The Missing Innocence Mother Sweet Mother, the sweet
mother, send your child to me for improper sins must be baptized in blood and fear. - Repeatedly, until the Dragon interacts with it. I'm so tired... – between prayer bouts and stabbing. So... Very tired... – Between prayer bouts and stabbing. Dead, Grade. Die! – Between prayer bouts and stabbing. Grade, you're an old crone. You'll get what you deserve. The
Dark Brotherhood will see that ... - Between bouts praying and stabbing. come on... How long do I must do this? I kept praying, Mother Of the Night. Why wouldn't you answer me? - Between prayer bouts and stabbing. You come visit! So it's better now that Grelod goes, thanks to you! - If other Aretino lay eggs at the orphanage. hold on! That's not how this is
supposed to work! - If Dragonborn attacks him before talking to him. What do you do? I think we are friends! - If Dragonborn attacks him after talking to him. Trivia[edit | edit the source] despite being Nord, Aventus is sometimes referred to as Imperial by others, since its name is built like Imperial. Appearance[edit | edit source] Old Scroll V: Skyrim Deutsch
Español Français Polski Portuguese Русский *Disclosure: Some of the above links are affiliate links, which means, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will get commissions if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Aventus Aretino performs Black Sacramen to call the Dark Brotherhood.
Aretino ResidenceHonorhall Orphanage Delay funeral (optional) With Friends Like This... The Dark Fraternity of the main search for Sweet Mother, Sweet Mother, sends your child to me, for unqualified sins should be baptized in blood and fear. ―Aventus Aretino[src] Innocence Lost is an effort found in Old Scrolls V: Skyrim. Rumours have been circulating
around Skyrim that a child by the name of Aventus Aretino tries to call the Dark Brotherhood. This boy is in Windhelm, according to hearses. Background [edit | edit source] I heard rumors that one person The man named Aventus Aretino, in Windhelm, has tried to contact the Dark Fraternity. I should find this boy and talk to him, and find out why he wants to
contact the testamenter's association. Objective [edit | edit source] Speak to Aretino Kill Grade Kind Tell Aventus Aretino that Grelod The Kind has been killed Walkthrough[edit | edit source] While walking around Skyrim, the Dragons will begin listening to the damned rumours of children. Any innkeeper can be asked about the latest and final rumours, the
person will mention that there is a child trying to call the DarkEned Brotherhood in Windhelm. Another way to start[edit resources] The easiest way to start a search is to choose an Aretino Residence key and talk to Aventus Aretino inside. While talking to Idesa Sadri inside the Candlehearth Hall in Windhelm, there is an option to ask about children doing
Black Sakramen. Idesa can also be heard talking to Grimvar Cruel-Sea about children outside aretino Residence. Speaking to Maul at the early entrance to Riften and asking him about dark Brotherhood rumours will begin this effort as well. Entering Honorhall Orphanage in Riften and listening to Grelod the Kind talk will also begin this effort. After he sacked
the child, Dragonborn could ask any child who was Aventus, and this would start an effort under various. The children themselves can also be interacted with, and when they are referred, they will say Aventus Aretino is trying to contact the Dark Brotherhood in Windhelm. It is also possible for the guards to sound around Windhelm and Riften talking about
Aventus, but this will not begin the search. Speaking with Aventus Aretino[edit source] Aventus Aretino can be found inside the Aretino Residence located near the Gray Quarter in Windhelm. When he first entered the Arentino Residence, Aventus was found chanting Black Sakramen and asking the Night Mother why she had not yet answered her prayers.
After beginning a conversation with Aventus, she will tell Dragonborn that she calls the Dark Brotherhood because her mother died and she was sent to Honorhall Orphanage, in Riften. While there, the cruel matron, the Grelod Kind, abused him and other children, causing him to run away. Aventus believes that Dragonborn is the killer of the Dark
Brotherhood, despite the choice of conversation the character emphasizes that is not at all, and will ask the player to kill the Grade Kind. When told that the separation doesn't come cheap, he claims to have a fairly valuable reward. Kill Grade Kind[edit | edit source] Grade is available at Honorhall Orphanage in Riften. When talking to him would be rude and if
the player told him that Aventus said hello, he would be infused and swore revenge on the boy. At this point that he was very hostile and foreign, so the player couldn't talk to him anymore. He didn't prove any to Dragonborn, as one of the hits of any weapon, albeit a sling, would be enough to kill him. Players may call followers alternatively to he's down.
Children in orphanages will not report Dragonborn to the Riften Guard either, but instead cheer over his departure. However, it is advisable to carry out duties in Honorhall Orphanage. Also be sure to ignore Constance Michel instead of to kill him, as this would trigger an overflow at the Rift. Once Grelod was delivered, return to Aventus in Windhelm for
rewards. Rewards[edit | edit source] Aventus will reward Dragonborn with Family Heirs Aretino with a basic value of 100. This will also begin the next stage of the Dark Brotherhood search with Friends Like This.... To begin this search, sleep in any bed away from Windhelm. Journal[edit | edit source] DB01Objective ID Journal Entry 10 Objective 10: Talk to
Aventus Aretino 200 Innocence Lost - DB01 5 I heard rumors that a boy named Aventus Aretino, in Windhlem, had tried to contact the Dark Brotherhood. I should find this boy and talk to him, and find out why he wants to contact the testamenter's association. Objective 5: Speaking to Aventus Aretino 20 Mother Aventus Aretino recently died, and the boy was
sent to live at Honorhall Orphanage in Riften. He thought I was a Dark Brotherhood killer, and wanted me to kill the sadistic headmaster of the Orphanage, Grelod The Kind. Objective 20: Killing Grade Type 30 Objective 30: Tell Aventus Aretino that my 200 dead Grelods killed the Grade Kind, and Aventus Aretino rewarded me with family heirlooms. Now the
boy can return to Honorhall Orphanage, and live his childhood peacefully. Trivia[edit | edit source] If Dragonborn has Serana as a follower during this effort, in household Aretino Residence Serana will start doing the ceremony itself. If Dragonborn killed The Kind Grade without ever consulting Aventus Aretino, the Dark Brotherhood would not immediately
begin relations. If Dragonborn met him after killing the mark, Aventus would be very happy (I knew the Dark Brotherhood was good... but...) but the reward remains the same. The Dark Brotherhood will then contact Dragonborn. Dragonborn doesn't have to talk to anyone before talking to Aventus. After completion of the search, guards in other cities will
discuss them. The guards in Riften will add, Say, didn't I see you out of there? Interestingly, among the items that can be seized or picked up from Grad are copies of the Pig Children, indicating that Grades may be racist against Orsimer. It is interesting to note that all the guards at Riften will also admit how cruel Grelod is, saying something like a small brats
better. Instead, guards in all other areas would have thought the killing was a tragedy. Aventus' comments before starting the conversation implied that he had done Black Sacrament for a long time. Later in the quantity, Astrid imagines that he is his efforts, but it seems he doesn't believe that the contract is worth it, being the only contract in the Dark
Brotherhood effort given by a child. Although hearthfire supplements are installed, children from Honorhall cannot be adopted during Grelod's life. If Dragonborn wants to practice Honorhall children, they must kill the Grade Kind. Bug[edit | edit source] This section contains bugs related to Lost Innocence. Before adding a bug to this list, consider the following:
Please reload the old save to confirm whether the bug is still happening. If the bug still occurs, please post the bug report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1 , PS3/PS4 , PC/MAC , NX , depending on which platform the bug has been encountered. Be descriptive when listing bugs and repairs, but avoid having conversations in descriptions and/or
using first-person anecdotes: those discussions belong to the appropriate forum board.  PC 360 PS3 Sometimes Aventus Aretino won't appear when you enter the house, making it impossible to complete the search.  PC (Fix) One can use setstage console commands to consulate early interactions with Aventus, then go killIng Grades, return to his home,
and then use the console again to complete the search and add inheritance using additem commands.  360 PS3 It is possible for the remains of Grelod to disappear to the floor after he was killed, and reappears in a child sleeping quarters in the middle of the floor.  360 PS3 PS4 If Dragonborn kills Grelod before he finishes talking to the kids, it can restart the
effort before you talk to Aventus.  PS3 If Dragonborn stops talking to Aretino it won't begin its next effort.  PC If Grelod was killed before embarking on this effort, the effort would be glitched. When told by Aventus Aretino to kill Grelod he was dead, making a search impossible to settle. This can be improved by entering the console command:
SetObjectiveCompleted DB01 20 1.  360 After killing the Kind Grade, waiting too many times too long can result in a courier never delivering a message. Deutsch Español Français Italian Polski Русский *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a
purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Registered.
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